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Credora enables data-driven and transparent lending for fixed and open-term loans with a 30-day lock-up period across a diversified
pool of borrowers. Borrowers connect to Credora's unique privacy-preserving technology that enables real-time risk monitoring across
CeFi and DeFi, where metrics include Asset, Equity, Liability, Directional Exposure & Gross Leverage.

Market Commentary
Credit markets remained in the 8%-11% range seen in August, as market volume and volatility remain at relatively low levels. Maple
updated the Solana protocol to support open-term loans and Credora was able to reduce the lock-up period from 90 days to 30 days
making it the most liquid, diversified and transparent lending pool in DeFi. These two new features enable Credora the flexibility to
better manage asset and liability durations, and actively risk-manage on behalf of the lenders.

Pool Performance
Credora issued the first open-term loan to LedgerPrime at the beginning of September and the new 30-day lock-up was applied to all
of the existing lenders in the pool. There are $27m in loans coming due in October that we will look to roll or reissue as open-term
loans. The Credora Maple pool will continue to be centered around transparency of risk, sustainable yields, and flexibility for lenders.
Callable open-term loans ensure the pool always has funds available when needed.
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Loans issued this month
Issue date Company Loan amount Term Interest rate

9/11/2022 LedgerPrime 4,000,000 OPEN 9.00%

Pool Deep Dive
Pool Borrowers have an average credit score of 793/1000 (A) with 65% of assets monitored on the Credora platform.

Visit the pool Book a meeting Read more

https://solana.maple.finance/#/earn/pool/TamdAwg85s9aZ6mwSeAHoczzAV53rFokL5FVKzaF1Tb
https://credora.io/request-access/
https://credora.gitbook.io/platform/

